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Overlay Study Goals & Objectives

The City of Tullahoma has recognized the importance of revitalizing the Jackson Street Corridor. Seen as the central corridor of the town, this section of Jackson Street
is poised for tremendous economic development opportunities.
The first step in developing the Jackson Street Corridor Plan was to establish the key goals and objectives for the study.

Project Vision Statement:

Bring a new mixture of uses and economic vitality into the corridor, while also improving the visual conditions along Jackson Street.

Project Goals:

1
2
		
3
		
4
		

Encourage economic growth and reinvestment into the corridor.
Establish a consistent visual theme that is attractive, consistent, and improves the environmental quality of the corridor.
Create opportunities for providing safe and comfortable pedestrian connections.
Identify clear monuments and signs along the corridor to connect people to important places and events.

The conclusion of the Streetscape Initiative will encourage economic growth and investment into the corridor by creating a conceptual
streetscape plan that will improve the aesthetic value of the corridor with landscape and hardscape elements, and create opportunities for safe
and comfortable pedestrian connections.
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History of Tullahoma
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Tennessee’s Pioneers:

In the 1800s, Pioneers in East Tennessee decided to travel over the Appalachia Mountains and
down into the Cumberland Plateau to take root in a Cherokee Village south of the Duck River.
The village began to take shape, and Tullahoma was officially established in 1852 as a railroad
camp as the Nashville/Chattanooga/St. Louis Railway was announced, completed only a few
years later in 1856.
As the civil war began, Tullahoma emerged as a stronghold for the confederate army, and
served as the headquarters for 6 months in 1863. After the defeat, the City was used as a
summer retreat from the late 19th century into the 20th century. When World War II began,
Tullahoma’s economic growth did too. What started as a National Guard Training Camp known
as Camp Peay, became one of the nation's largest US Army bases and was renamed Camp
Forrest. It served the Army, Air force, became a Prisoner of War camp, and a re-education camp
from 1926-1946, and many from the base settled in the town and called it home.
At the end of the war, the base became a surplus. Truman dedicated it to the US Air force and
was named Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). It assisted in turbine engines,
wind tunnels, and space and missile testing. It became a national hub for aviation and a
national pioneer through history. Today, AEDC continues to contribute through 68 aerodynamic
and propulsion wind tunnels, rocket and turbine engine test cells, space environmental
chambers, arc heaters, ballistic ranges, and other specialized units in 8 states. The testing
done at ADEC is not only unique to the United States, but also to the world. Their mission is
to conduct developmental test and evaluation for the Nation through modeling, simulation,
ground and flight tests.
Although Arnold Air force Base is the areas largest employer, the City of Tullahoma is known
for more than its avionic engineering. Being a transportation center, the City’s manufacturing,
agriculture, and distilleries were able to flourish, making this town a center for economic
diversity.
North Jackson Street has historically been one of the primary gateways into the downtown area
and the heart of the city. It will continue to be a primary corridor that shapes the experience of
those who live in and visit Tullahoma.

Project Background
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Project Study Area - Surrounding Context

The streetscape initiative developed from the following area:
• The study area is located along N. Jackson Street (Route 41A) from its intersection at Wilson Avenue heading north to its
intersection at Hoover Lane. This encompasses approximately two miles of street frontage along N. Jackson Street.

• The boundary of the study area and its connected character areas includes properties that front on N. Jackson Street.
Recommendations were made for some key properties and development nodes that extend beyond the road frontage.

Normandy
Lake

• The study area serves as a gateway to tourists visiting local attractions between Manchester, Shelbyville, Lynchburg, and
the surrounding lakes. Travelers using I-24 and Hwy 55 pass through North Jackson Street on the way to Jack Daniel's
Distillery, and residents between Shelbyville, Manchester, and Lynchburg use highways 41A and 55 that intersect the study
area.
• Tullahoma High School at the south end of the corridor and the Tullahoma Regional Airport at the north-west end of the
corridor are important institutional land uses.

Project Background

Woods
Reservoir
Tims
Ford Lake
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I

• The study area consists of approximately 35 acres and has recently seen some redevelopment and investment, although
several vacant and undeveloped properties remain.
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Existing Conditions
Overview:
• Inconsistency throughout the corridor leads to a
feeling of a fragmented streetscape.
• The Tullahoma Regional Airport to the north and the
Oakwood Cemetery to the south act as “bookends”
to the corridor.
• CSX railroad runs parallel to Jackson Street to the
east. Creating a strong sense of separation from
residential properties to the east of the corridor.
• There is visual clutter along the corridor and
challenges with code compliance.
• Access points and crossroad connections along the
corridor currently have limited management and
control.
• The continuous center turn lane provides needed
left-turn access to properties along the corridor, but
it creates an auto dominated environment with no
visual or environmental benefits.

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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Overview:
• The majority of the corridor is zoned
General Commercial (C - 2) or Central
Commercial (C - 1).
• There is a small area zoned as LowDensity Residential that includes
Tullahoma High School.
• There are only two lots along N. Jackson
Street that are Open Space Preservation
District which encompasses the
Oakland Cemetery.

I

• A portion of the corridor between
Cedar Lane and William Northern Blvd
might be well suited to allow for C-3
zoning to promote a broader mixture of
uses that include residential.

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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Natural Resources
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Overview:

I

• Rock Creek has fairly extensive flood
zones adjacent to the project area that
extends into the northern end of the
study area.
• The creek acts as a constraint relative to
expanding development on the south
side of the corridor.
• The creek acts as an opportunity
for open space connection and
environmental enhancement.
• The creek provides opportunities
for greenway, pedestrian, bicycle
connections.

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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Existing Site Photographs

Existing Conditions and Observations:

The North Jackson Street corridor is the primary transportation route, a place of healthy commercial development, and a link to popular tourism destinations. Listed are some
factors related to existing conditions:
• Limited landscape plantings and inconsistent streetscape design.
• Piecemealed pedestrian routes with sidewalk in disrepair along the corridor.
• An existing pocket park and greenway trail-head at the High School connect the
corridor to the neighboring community and Rock Creek.
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• Unoccupied buildings and vacant lots.
• Aerospace monuments provide unique character, but stronger design components are
needed.
• Oakwood Cemetery and its green space provide historical and visual context.

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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Streetscape Initiative Process

The streetscape plan was conducted in four main phases with the intent of allowing
a careful analysis of the existing data and identification of key opportunities and
constraints followed by the exploration of strategic concepts and the selection and
documentation of possible design solutions. The four main phases of the study
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kick-Off Meeting & Site Reconnaissance
Existing Facility Inventory & Analysis
Conceptual Streetscape Plan
Final Conceptual Plan & Implementation Ideas

The study was done using a collaborative approach by assembling a project team
that included:
• The City of Tullahoma Staff, Project Steering Committee and Key Community
Stakeholders
• The Ragan-Smith team of land planners, landscape architects and
transportation engineers
Project Schedule:
January 9, 2019: 			
March 19, 2019:			
May 21, 2019:
		
September 2019:			

Project Kick-off Meeting
Stakeholder Interviews
Public Input Meeting
Final Presentation of Recommendations

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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6 Big Opportunities & 6 Big Constraints

Based on input from stakeholder interviews the following opportunities and constraints have emerged as elements of primary importance.

Constraints /Needs:

Opportunities / Benefits:
1 Create Gateway

monuments,
landscape
enhancements &
wayfinding signage at
the key intersections of
Cedar Ln. / N. Jackson
St. & Wilson Ave. / N.
Jackson St. to create a
sense of arrival.

2 Unify the

Streetscape

and enhance the
environment with
dense, columnar, low
maintenance street
trees specified from the
Tullahoma Tree Board
recommendations.

3 Improve

Pedestrian /
Bicycle Connections
and give a personal
scale to the street with
sidewalks. Establish
all new sidewalks at a
minimum width of 6’.

13

4 “Travel Through

1 Existing Above

Need to capture more
“travel through traffic”
with stronger branding
and clear marketing plan
that takes advantage of
commercial growth and
tourism opportunities
that surround
Tullahoma.

are unsightly, but
underground relocation
could be expensive and
limited by existing rightof-way.

with ornamental
street lights and
furnishings like benches,
banners, and public art.
Banners can celebrate
characteristics unique
to Tullahoma like the
aircraft monuments
and the “aerospace
excellence” theme.

Pedestrian
Crossing

Traffic”

5 Enhance the Street

6 Provide unified

& Aesthetically
Pleasing Signage

standards along the
N. Jackson Street
Corridor. The City might
provide incentives for
signage and landscape
improvements.

Ground Utilities

2 Limited

on North Jackson Street
at Tullahoma High
School has presented
a potential need for a
signalized pedestrian
crossing.

3 Limited

Right-of-Way.

Limited room in the
street right-of-way may
require partnership with
private landowners to
achieve streetscape
enhancement goals.

Inventory & Existing Conditions

4 Vacant or

Neglected

properties may require
code enforcement or
suggested short term
improvements to
maintain and improve a
sense of vitality for the
corridor.

5 Soften & Screen

parking lots from
the public street with
evergreen shrubs and
accent plant material.
Establish shrub height at
a minimum of 3’ tall and a
maximum of 5’ tall.

6 Stronger

Connection.

Create a stronger
connection to Downtown
and the classic part of
Tullahoma’s historic
area.
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Stakeholder Input Summary
Community Input Summary:
Interview and public meetings were
utilized to explain the goals and
objectives for North Jackson Street,
provide an inventory of the existing
conditions, and to seek direct input
and ideas from the steering committee
stakeholders and the public. Exhibits
were shown of the current conditions
of the gateway, opportunities, and
constraints, and proposed roadway
cross-sections. Residents were then
given three stickers to indicate their
top priorities for the gateway. The
top three concerns for residents are
creating unity in the streetscape,
improving pedestrian and bike
connections, and enhancing and
expanding pedestrian crossings.

Inventory & Existing Conditions
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Monument/Gateway Images and Accent Plantings

Monument Signage and Accent Landscaping:

Cedar Lane
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City monument signs and accent plantings help distinguish the city
and create a sense of uniformity and design along the N. Jackson
corridor. Enhancing the streetscape can act as a traffic calming tool.
It also creates a sense of personal space and encourages private
investment and commerce.

Example of monument with planter for seasonal / evergreen color.

Example of column monument that can fit in street right of way.

• Provides a sense of arrival
• Need to be located at key intersections
• Consistent materials and seasonal landscape should be applied to
the entire corridor.

Master Plan Recommendations
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Wayfinding Signage Recommendations
Wayfinding Signage Overview:
• Wayfinding signage will be important along the North Jackson Street Corridor.
A clear and consistent message can be communicated by providing direction
to key points of interest along the corridor. Wayfinding signage should
work in tandem with community branding. Examples of wayfinding signage
are provided on this page. Signage should comply with TDOT and MUTCD
standards.

Master Plan Recommendations
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Commercial Development

Mixed-Use Development
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Master Plan Recommendations

Character Area Maps
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Overview:

High School

Master Plan Recommendations

• After analysis of the study area,
three distinct character areas
began to rise to the surface:
Commercial Development, Mixed-Use
Development, and the High School /
Oakland Cemetery Character Areas.
• Typical street sections have been
proposed for each character area
Commercial Development
Character Area ( Street Section AA)
Mixed-Use Development Character
Area (Street Section BB)
High School Character Area
(Street Section CC)
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Commercial Development Character Area

Commercial Development District Overview:
The Commercial Development character area contains the majority of the N. Jackson Street frontage in the study area. Much of this area has been established with “big-box”
commercial as well as out-parcel retail and restaurant development. The development pattern in this area will most likely continue to be large box commercial, hotel and
restaurant and strip retail. Even though the development pattern in this area is out-lot and suburban – it will be essential to establish a consistent street landscape pattern and
sidewalk network that provide a welcoming and pedestrian scaled experience. Investment into the public infrastructure along the corridor will further encourage upscaling
existing commercial establishment and attract more commercial re development.

Commercial Development
Mixed-Use Development
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Master Plan Recommendations

High School
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Commercial Development Typical Street Section

Canopy trees strategically placed
in groups along corridor (using
tree board design suggestions)
Evergreen & accent shrubs
between parking and public
street
Implement curb & gutter at
street edge and provide an
underground storm system

If utilities are not placed underground,
utilize low accent trees and
perennials for streetscape
Ornamental street light with banners
New multi-use path in right-ofway to connect the corridor to the
surrounding community and provide
multiple options for transportation
Daylilly and perennial plantings as
accent in R.O.W. landscape strip

Master Plan Recommendations
Low under-story trees and perennials

Evergreen & accent planting to
screen parking
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Commercial Development Precedent Imagery
These images depict examples of commercial streets, parking
lots, and pedestrian ways as visual precedents that might be
applied to North Jackson Street.
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Master Plan Recommendations
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Photo Simulation - Existing Commercial Streetscape

Before

ullahoma, Tennessee
Google

reet View - Jun 2018

Master Plan Recommendations
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Image capture: Jun 2018

© 2019 Google
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Photo Simulation - Proposed Commercial Streetscape

Street Elements
Evergreen hedge to soften / hide parking and at base of signs.
Under story crape myrtle trees with accent perennials.
Detached Multi-use bike and pedestrian trail with crosswalk.
Ornamental street lights. (Traditional Style)
Detached sidewalk with curb and gutter.
Underground or re-routed utility lines.

After
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Master Plan Recommendations
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Mixed-Use Development Character Area

Mixed-Use Character Area Overview:
This area of the corridor does not have as much exposure to N. Jackson Street, and is limited to the southwest side; however, it extends to include airport and surrounding
parcels. This area would be well suited to a feeling of activity, density, and a high level of design. It is not to be interpreted as a proposed replacement to the historic downtown
in Tullahoma. These areas also fit well with the idea of blending a mixture of residential, commercial and office space in multi-level buildings. The form that many mixeduse developments take allows for integrated parking and good pedestrian connections. In addition to commercial and office space, the mixed-use areas serve as cores for
development nodes. They are appropriate places to provide medium to high-density residential units that help meet the need for a diversity of housing opportunities. Mixeduse development zones provide flexibility in response to market conditions and become high-value properties in relation to per acre productivity and tax yield. Mixed-use sites
typically have opportunities for a strong sense of place with common open space and plaza areas integrated into site design and buildings usually have a strong relationship to
the public street.

Commercial Development
Mixed-Use Development

Master Plan Recommendations

High School
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Mixed-Use Development Typical Street Sections

Low understory trees placed in strategic
groupings along corridor (using tree board design
suggestions) understory trees can be used under
overhead utilities if needed
Evergreen and accent shrubs between parking
and public street
New Multi-use path in right-of-way to connect the
corridor to the surrounding community and provide
multiple options for transportation

Building frontage closer to street with potential for
retail and restaurant activity related to public street

Canopy trees strategically placed in groups along
the corridor (using tree board design suggestions)

Ornamental street light with banners

Implement curb & gutter at street edge and
provide an underground storm drainage system

Daylilly and perennial plantings as accent
in R.O.W. landscape strip.
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Master Plan Recommendations
If utilities are not placed underground,
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Mixed-Use Development Precedent Imagery
These images depict examples of mixed-use districts with buildings and
outdoor uses connected to the streetscape as visual precedents that might
be applied to the North Jackson street corridor.

Master Plan Recommendations
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Photo Simulation - Existing Intersection
at N. Jackson and Cedar Ln.
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1900 TN-16

Before

Before
Tullahoma, Tennessee
Google
Street View - May 2019
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Image capture: May 2019

© 2019 Google
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Photo Simulation - Proposed Intersection
at N. Jackson and Cedar Ln.

Street Elements
Entry / gateway monuments to establish corridor.
Evergreen hedge to soften / hide parking and at base of signs and
monuments.
Under story crape myrtle trees with accent perennials.
Ornamental street lights. (Modern style)
Underground or re-routed utility lines.
Highlight aerospace monuments with accent plantings.

After

Master Plan Recommendations
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High School Character Area Overview:

The High School Character Area is comprised of Tullahoma High School and the Oakwood Cemetery. The cemetery will remain unchanged and no significant changes are
anticipated for the High School facilities in the near future. One primary consideration related to these civic areas is the need for controlled access that can facilitate large
numbers of automobiles during peak volumes. As the corridor continues to develop, it will become essential to connect pedestrian and bicycle networks to civic land areas. The
existing commercial part of the corridor could use re-development and re-investment.

Commercial Development
Mixed-Use Development
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Master Plan Recommendations

High School

High School Typical Street Section
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Low under-story trees and perennials
used to create visual interest and a
consistent pattern along the corridor

Evergreen & accent planting to
screen parking
Distance varies
Ornamental street light with banners
New multi-use path in right-ofway to connect the corridor to the
surrounding community and provide
multiple options for transportation

Implement and update curb & gutter
at street edge

Daylilly and perennial plantings in
R.O.W. Landscape strip as accent
plantings with seasonal color

Master Plan Recommendations
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High School / Cemetery District Precedent Images

Existing Oakwood Cemetery and
Tullahoma High School Banner
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Precedent Images of monument signage, landscaping, and storm water treatment.

Master Plan Recommendations
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Pedestrian Crossing Options
Potential Pedestrian Crossing on North Jackson
The City has highlighted the need for a mid-block pedestrian, signalized crossing near the
high school. This crossing would require review and approval from T.D.O.T. and designed
with the highest level of safety in mind. Hybrid beacons, rapid flash beacons, raised
crossings, medians with pedestrian refuge area, and signalization may be designed elements
to consider.
- Crossing Guard:
It is understood that the City provides a crossing guard during peak activity
associated with school egress and activity. Crossing guards will continue to be a
key component for school-related crossings.
- Lowering Speeds
The faster that people are driving, the more narrow their field of vision.
Crosswalks should not always be considered alone, but instead coordinated
around the surrounding street context and design.
- Light Guard System
In road warning lights, there are pedestrian-activated systems that use either
push buttons or sensors. Amber lights embedded in roadway pavement
flash on either side of a crosswalk. This can help drivers be more alert to a
pedestrian crosswalk as they produce light at all times of day oriented towards
a drivers direct line of sight and will shut off depending on the timer of the
crosswalk.
- HAWK System
High-intensity Activated crossWalK systems (HAWK systems) are pedestrian
activated traffic lights appropriate for high-speed or wide-crossing conditions.
A HAWK system provides protection for pedestrian crossings by stopping traffic
with a signal only as needed. Unlike a standard traffic signal, the HAWK signal
remains dark until activated by a user wishing to cross the road. When a user
activates the HAWK signal by pushing a button, the signal begins by flashing
yellow, then turns steady yellow, and finally steady red over several seconds,
then a display will tell the user when it is safe to cross the road.

Master Plan Recommendations
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Photo Simulation - Existing Intersection
at N. Jackson and Wilson Ave.

North Jackson Street
Streetscape
670 Initiative
TN-16

Before
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Tullahoma, Tennessee
Google

Master Plan Recommendations

Image capture: Jun 2018

© 2019 Google

Photo Simulation - Proposed Intersection
at N. Jackson and Wilson Ave.
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Street Elements
Entry / gateway monuments to establish corridor.
Evergreen hedge to soften / hide parking
Under story crape myrtle trees with accent perennials.
Underground or re-routed utility lines.
Consolidate traffic lights to enhance open corridor

After

Master Plan Recommendations
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Phasing Recommendations

Phase 1 Recommendations

Phase 2 Recommendations

Phase 3 Recommendations

1. Complete sidewalk connections and
crosswalks with a minimum 6' wide
detached walk with landscape separation
from the street for pedestrians. Utilize and
upgrade existing sidewalks where they exist.

1. Implement monument signs/makers at
the key intersections of Cedar Lane/N.
Washington/N. Jackson and Wilson Avenue.
N. Jackson monuments should be strong,
simple, and unique to Tullahoma.

1. Consider utility relocations and or
consolidations to remove unsightly wooden
poles that currently dominate the corridor.

2. Create pattern of accent landscape at
strategic locations along the corridor with
under-story trees (Crape Myrtles) and
Daylilies that provide an extended season
of bloom. Plant seasonal color around
the existing airplane/jet monuments as a
highlight.

2. Establish an overlay district for N. Jackson
street that includes specific design
guidelines to strengthen the visual and
functional aspects of the corridor.

3. Encourage code enforcements regarding
property maintenance, signage, and
landscape.
4. Evaluate the existing driveway/access policy
for this corridor and work with T.D.O.T. to
utilize shared driveway access points as
much as possible.
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3. Encourage the installation of evergreen and
accent shrubs between parking and public
streets on commercial lots and implement
the installation of canopy trees in strategic
locations.

2. Implement a 10' wide multi-modal path
that extends from the downtown district
along the north-east side of the corridor and
further connects the North Jackson Corridor
to the existing greenway along Rock Creek,
the regional airport, business development,
and residential neighborhoods along Cedar
Lane.
3. Explore the possibility of a pedestrian
activated signalized crossing at the high
school in collaboration with T.D.O.T.
4. Implement curb and gutter with underground storm drainage along the entire
corridor.

Master Plan Recommendations

